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the acidic activation buffer represents the ph range of the acidic environment in which aep is presumably activated. we previously reported that the acidic
activation buffer is necessary for the proteolytic activation of pro-aep and other pro-enzymes, which are composed of a protein segment that is susceptible
to proteolytic cleavage. our current study further suggests that the acidic activation buffer is also sufficient for the activation of pro-aep because aep could
be activated by buffering the recombinant pro-aep with acidic buffers. moreover, acidic conditions also accelerate the maturation of active aep. the
cleaved peptide bonds are reversed when the core domain is exposed to the cap domain of wt m-aepph7.5 ( figure s13 ). 30 the zymocleaved product was
eluted in the fraction of the high endospecificity peak ( figure s14), which may indicate the reverse process of aep activation. characterization of the
proenzyme and mature forms of aep. (a) multiple sequence alignment of aep, which includes the secondary structure elements based on the aep structure
at ph 7.5 (refer to figure 2b ). strictly conserved residues are boxed in white on a red background and highly conserved residues are boxed in red on a
white background. the secondary structure elements of mouse aep are shown above the sequences and every ten residues are indicated with a dot ().
previously reported cleavage sites and two newly identified sites in this study are indicated with marine and blue five-pointed stars, respectively. key
residues for aep activity are indicated with green asterisks. two disulfide bonds in the cap domain are indicated with black and grey lines. sp: signal
peptide. the alignment was generated using clustalw. -helices are depicted as coils, and -strands are depicted as arrows. the figure was generated using
espript ( ). (b) domain organization of mouse aep and its autocleavage at acidic ph. the numbers indicate residues at the domain boundaries. sp: signal
peptide (residues 1-17); ctd cap: the c-terminal cap domain; and mature aep: the core domain. (c) the ph-dependent autoproteolytic activation of human
pro-aep illustrated using sds-page analysis. pro-aepph4.5 was incubated at the indicated ph (citric acid buffer), which ranged from ph 4.0 to 2.0, at 16 c for
16 h, while pro-m-aepph7.5 was incubated at ph 7.5 overnight at 4 c. mw: molecular weight marker.
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